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In the ever-evolving DeFi and NFT space where many projects falter and decentralized games 
lack engaging gameplay, Eternity stands out as a fully playable and enjoyable Web3 game.

We've embarked on a mission to combine DeFi mechanics with entertaining gameplay, creating 
an immersive and sustainable play-and-earn experience.

And the best of all: it's live and ready to play!

Join us for a sustainable gaming adventure where players can truly 
own their digital assets – all while having a blast!

Eternity’s Web3 launch

Mobile app launch
(iOS/Android)

Innovative Sync/De-Sync 
Blockchain Integration

Glory and Gold Tokens
Tokenomics designed

370,000 Quests
Attempted by players from early stages 
of the game until now.

What we’ve already achieved

The information in this document is subject to change.

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/eternity-rpg/id6462927905
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=io.playeternity.twa


Fight, Loot, level up!

While playing Eternity, you will:

Eternity is all about beating up enemies, scoring big loot, and gearing up for the 
ultimate adventure!

Dive into the heart of the action with Eternity's quest campaign, where your heroes 
level up and gear up for bigger challenges in order to become a total legend!

Manage your Heroes: Equip items to make 
them stronger and skins to look cooler!

Join the battle: Build up your team 
to tackle quests and challenges!

Earn Rewards

Complete quests 
to receive rewards 
such as Glory and 
Gold tokens and 

NFT items.

Loot

Build Heroes

Build your team from 
over 20 available 

heroes, hundreds of 
skills, and an endless 

supply of items.

Own the Battle

Harness the skills 
of your heroes to 
defeat enemies 

and dominate the 
battlefield.

The information in this document is subject to change.



More than 20 playable Heroes!

Some of Eternity’s Heroes

The information in this document is subject to change.

From beefy warriors and deadly assassins to mighty spellcasters, Eternity's got it all.

Whether you crave variety or seek specific strengths, our roster of over 20 diverse 
Heroes has you covered, allowing you to craft a uniquely dynamic team.

Diverse builds and skills

Each Hero brings a unique vibe and playstyle, and with hundreds of skills 
that unlock as Heroes level up, there's always something fresh to try.

Tweak attributes anytime to make your Heroes Tanks, Brawlers, Healers, 
Mages or even full damage Glass Canons. Switch it up for endless strategies.

Rarity based, tradable heroes

Common, Rare, Epic, Legendary and Mythic. Rarity impacts directly in the 
Hero’s overall strength.

All Heroes are NFTs and can be traded in the game’s Auction house or any 
other secondary market (i.e.: OpenSea).



Earn the good stuff

The information in this document is subject to change.

Play and earn in our game and accumulate Gold, Glory coins, and valuable items 
simply by playing. Every item is an NFT, giving you ownership and the freedom to 
trade in the vibrant in-game marketplace.

Enjoy the adventure while building your digital treasure!

Random roll NFT items

All items have random stats and rarity. Also they are all NFTs, tradable 
in the game’s Auction House and other Web3 marketplaces!

Gold and Glory

Real currency, there’s a chance to earn Gold and Glory in quests and 
specific challenges!

New Heroes

Progress through the game and complete challenges to unlock these 
selected Heroes: Gladiator, The Magician and Buddy The Penguin



Game Tokens

Glory is Eternity's revenue-bearing and governance token. It is a rare in-game 
reward for completing specific challenges or events in Eternity.

Glory has a fixed supply of 50 million tokens. Additionally, Glory can be staked 
or locked to earn payouts in     ETH.

Glory token
ERC20 

Exclusively for Eternity's Market, Valor is the in-game currency for acquiring 
Heroes, item bundles, promotional bundles and new skins for your heroes.

Valor is dedicated to seamless transactions and is obtainable solely through 
fiat payment and in rewards for referring new players.

Valor token
In-Game only

A common in-game reward for completing quests in Eternity, Gold can be 
spent to acquire new equipment, harvesting materials, acquire blessings and 
other upcoming features.

Gold emission matches player demand in order to create a stable in-game 
currency without rampant inflation.

Gold token
ERC20 

The information in this document is subject to change.



Why would you want Glory?

People play,
you earn!

Glory holders earn from every 
purchase made in Eternity's store.

Investors profit as player numbers 
grow.

1

Staking Glory yields     ETH rewards.

     Locking Glory greatly increases 
the yield rate.

Locked Glory can be traded on 
secondary markets (i.e: OpenSea).

Staking for
returns

2 Buy and Sell
benefits

Trading Glory is beneficial to 
everyone holding it;

Fees collected go directly back
to Glory investors.

3

Permanent
liquidity

Permanent liquidity for Glory is 
added over time through the locking 
system, which burns a small 
percentage of Glory on every unlock.

4 Referral bonuses
and rewards

Referring people awards you with 
Allure Shards, which increases your 
ETH rewards.

Allure Shards are also tradable 
through secondary markets.

5 Take part in
the community

Glory is the token used to vote on 
in-game matters relating to the story 
and the world of Eternity.

6

The information in this document is subject to change.



Glory Diagram

Rarity Upgrade

Hero upgrades
require Glory

Coming soon

Glory sink

5% Protocol fee

Tiered bonus multiplier to your 
ETH rewards based on Glory 
purchases from your referrals

Awarded when referrals 
lock Glory

Allure Shards

Glory locker

Locked LP Tokens

OperationsGlory
buybacks

Community
walletReferrals

Receives ‘Glory Shares’

Can trade shares on 
secondary marketplaces 
(i.e.: Open Sea)

% Burn on lock for 
permanent liquidity

30%20% 40% 5%5%

100% of the fee 
goes to treasury

50M Tokens

Glory

Eternity treasury

Exclusive for
Augur Hero Holders

The information in this document is subject to change.



Gold Diagram

Characteristics

Gold emission rate is driven by 
the number of quests completed 
by players.

Dynamic Supply

Quests have different gold ratios 
with easy quests providing less 
gold than hard quests.

Liquidity

Web3 players have already started 
liquidity pools with $GOLD.

Gold sinks

Player to player
auction house

In-Game
Store

Wishing well
buffs

Item
crafting

Dungeon
keys

Gold

Earned in game
quests and challenges

Dynamic supply

Coming soon

The information in this document is subject to change.



The information in this document is subject to change.

Play with your friends,
or against them!

Co-op quests with your friends 
with in-game chat available.
PVP coming soon!

Have fun anywhere,
and anytime

Play Eternity on your browser, or 
download it on your smartphone!

Innovative blockchain
sync/desync for NFTs

Sync or desync your NFTs from 
supported chains anytime!

Play for fun
earn for real

Just by playing the game you can 
earn Gold and Glory and tradable 
NFTs items!

Available on:

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/eternity-rpg/id6462927905
https://quest.playeternity.io/
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=io.playeternity.twa


/eternityrpg @playeternity@eternityrpgplayeternity.io

Thank you!


